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The broad goal of this work is to study the effectiveness of teamwork training methods, experience in teams, and receiving various forms of feedback on the development of team skills and the ability to evaluate teamwork. This is conducted through a series of studies including classroom experiments, lab studies, and analyses of historical data. The research leverages the NSF’s prior investment in the Comprehensive Assessment of Team-Member Effectiveness (CATME) system to measure teamwork. The CATME system automates some of the data collection and feedback, providing input to some of the seven empirical studies required to explore these research questions. The entire research protocol is shown in Figure 1. The two outcomes measured in this research are team-member effectiveness and the ability to evaluate the effectiveness of peers.

**Figure 1.** Model for improving self- and peer-evaluation skills and teaming skills.

**Interventions to improve rating accuracy**

In laboratory studies, Frame-of-reference training (FORT) is among the most effective methods of improving rating accuracy. FORT is an approach to training in which evaluators learn to rate peers more accurately through practice and feedback in an authentic context, and is described in detail below. Noting that many faculty will not conduct FORT, other approaches to improve rating accuracy were also evaluated in a multi-section course. Since students had no control over which intervention was used in their section, and each section has approximately 120 students, this study approximates a randomized control trial to examine the effect of the various interventions. The effect of team experience and mode of feedback are explored in other studies.
Frame-of-reference training

Frame-of-reference training is well-established and empirically supported,\(^2\,^3\) and is expected to align students’ cognitive model of teamwork with the CATME model by teaching students the ways team members can contribute effectively to teams in CATME's five key areas:\(^1\)

- Contributing to the team’s work
- Interacting with teammates
- Keeping the team on track
- Expecting quality
- Having relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities

Whereas frame-of-reference training (FORT) is accepted as the most promising approach to rater training and improving rater accuracy, most studies on the effectiveness of FORT were conducted in a laboratory setting,\(^4\) including a laboratory study of FORT developed in this work.\(^5\) Based on the work of Bernardin et al.\(^6\) and Bernardin & Buckley,\(^7\) we have adapted FORT principles for use outside the laboratory, and our approach to FORT in the use of CATME includes five components:

1. **Define performance.** The ratings instrument defines what counts in the performance domain. We use the CATME instrument, in which behavioral anchors define performance in five categories of team-member performance derived from research.
2. **Teach raters the scale.** Raters will receive training on the rating scale and how it is used.
3. **Discuss critical incidents.** To provide a deeper understanding of the rating system, the training will identify critical positive and negative team behaviors using vignettes and role playing.
4. **Practice rating.** Raters will practice rating using video or text-based vignettes (rater calibration).
5. **Give raters feedback.** Raters receive feedback on the accuracy of their vignette ratings.

Other training approaches

Since various training approaches have been used in the classroom, our goal was to compare our FORT design to various other approaches. The following other training materials were included in an experimental design:

- **Video-based modeling.** We expect that these video-based materials are more engaging, because they demonstrate teamwork behaviors using scenes from popular movies. Nevertheless, "engaging" does not necessarily mean "more effective." The use of these videos is acceptable under "fair use" copyright guidelines as long as these videos are shown live in class and cannot be downloaded by students.
• **In-class teamwork reflection.** This is an exercise to serve as a default comparison case the frame-of-reference and video-based training. It presents some brief scenarios that can occur in teams for teams to discuss how to manage those situations.

• **Rater practice** is a feature of CATME that presents a written scenario describing a collection of behaviors of three students. The description appears as a vignette with behaviors presented in no particular order, and students identify which behaviors in the paragraph are related to each dimension and rate each student on all dimensions. The descriptions are available as mouse-over text when completing the CATME instrument. This activity is done out of class, takes little time, and has no control exercise.

• **Rater accuracy** training is a single PowerPoint slide that presents three problematic rating patterns – (1) giving all teammates the same rating on all dimensions (“everyone is perfect in every way.”), (2) giving different ratings for different dimensions, but the same rating for all teammates (“we’re all great at interacting with teammates, and we’re all contributing about the same.”), and (3) giving different ratings to different teammates without differentiating the different dimensions (“This teammate is terrible at everything, but this other teammate is great at everything.”). In this exercise, students reflect on the causes and consequences of those rating patterns.

• **Peer evaluation feedback.** This is another short set of slides to remind students of how to interpret feedback from CATME, including sample feedback and its interpretation. This constitutes a discussion of feedback without promoting more accurate rating.

Using the materials described above, the research design included 12 different protocols listed below that were administered in a first-year engineering class at a large Midwestern university. The class was taught in 15 sections, so instructors had some flexibility in choosing their part of the protocol. Instructors teaching multiple sections had identical in-class training protocols, but may have had different out-of-class assignments.

1. Frame-of-reference training + peer evaluation feedback exercise
2. Frame-of-reference training + peer evaluation feedback exercise + rater practice
3. Frame-of-reference training + rater accuracy training
4. Frame-of-reference training + rater accuracy training + rater practice
5. In-class teamwork reflection + peer evaluation feedback exercise
6. In-class teamwork reflection + peer evaluation feedback exercise + rater practice
7. In-class teamwork reflection + rater accuracy training
8. In-class teamwork reflection + rater accuracy training + rater practice
9. Video-based training + peer evaluation feedback exercise
10. Video-based training + peer evaluation feedback exercise + rater practice
11. Video-based training + rater accuracy training
12. Video-based training + rater accuracy training + rater practice
The same students (with less than 10% attrition) enrolled in a follow-on class in the Spring. The training intervention received in the Fall was tracked, but not used to form teams in the Spring, resulting in teams composed of students who received various training protocols in the Fall. This will make it possible to measure the effect of various training and feedback interventions on student’s ability to rate their teammates, perform in teams, and effects on a variety of other outcomes including conflict, cohesion, and satisfaction. These follow-on data have not been fully analyzed yet due to the loss of a research team member.

**Measures of improvement resulting from interventions**

There are two main challenges in assessing the quality of peer evaluations: (1) when used in real teams, there is generally no true score available because the team was not observed by an external expert evaluator and (2) the nested nature of peer evaluation data requires the use of statistical models that acknowledge that structure. In our work, the primary measures of peer evaluation quality is obtained using the Social Relations Model (SRM). SRM is a special case of generalizability theory with the model consisting of a two-way, random-effects ANOVA with actor and partner factors, and relationship as the interaction term. In our case, the actor is the target of a peer rating, and the target effect is the amount of variance in peer ratings accounted for by the target. A high target effect is desirable. The other primary variance component is the rater effect, which represents idiosyncratic rating. A low rater effect is therefore desired. The interaction term is the various accounted for by dyadic relationships. While this has by some been considered another source of error (such as collusion), it has been noted that students within a team will vary in the behaviors they exhibit to different team members, so dyadic variance includes a component that represents target behaviors.

**The growth of the CATME user base and its importance to this work**

Faculty at a growing list of institutions is being recruited for intervention studies. Some of these interventions help replicate the findings of the research team’s work in other settings, and is being conducted with advice from, but analyzed independently of the research team. In other cases, our team is assisting with analysis. Still other studies are purely quantitative, and are aided by the growing dataset of de-identified data, particularly for studies that require the use of certain follow-on questions, such as team satisfaction and conflict. These studies at other institutions make our findings more robust and extend the capabilities of the research team.

The growth of the CATME user base continues to be strong. From October 1, 2016, to September 30, 2017, another 240,797 unique students have used the CATME system for the first time. In the same year, we reached faculty at 285 new institutions, adding 3,293 new faculty accounts. By mid-November, CATME had served over 1,000,000 unique students, primarily in the United States, and as of publication, 1,090,522 students have used CATME.
Figure 1 shows the trajectory of the growth of CATME’s user base in terms of students, institutions, instructors, and countries. This figure is updated monthly on our website.10
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**Figure 1.** Growth of the CATME user community in students, institutions, instructors, and countries

Such a large data resource allows us to restrict our studies to include high-quality data that controls certain confounding issues. We can constrain our study to include only teams of four students at U.S. institutions with complete data. Further, those results can be compared to teams of other sizes to explore how team size affects team dynamics. CATME’s user base is also geographically distributed, which helps to ensure that our results are generalizable. Figure 2 shows the institutions in the continental United States where CATME has been used.

![Map showing distribution of CATME users across the continental United States.](image2)

**Figure 2.** Distribution of institutions in the continental U.S. where instructors have had CATME accounts. Pre-college institutions are represented by orange dots.
**The addition of a new feedback mode**

A newly implemented peer-to-peer comments feature added a new mode of feedback and improved accountability to the system. We are studying the extent to which these qualitative data are related to student ratings using CATME's behaviorally anchored rating scale. This work is being published separately. With the addition of peer-to-peer comments to the CATME system, a study is underway to explore the quality of feedback and its consistency with the ratings provided by students.
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